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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0057644A2] 1. Easily openable airtight package for products in paste form, particularly for foodstuffs such as soft or slightly-salted cheese
comprising two thin sheets, namely a first sheet (1) cut to an appropriate shape and made into tray form by folding in such a way as to produce the
bottom (3) and the side faces (4-7) of the package, and a second sheet (2) cut to the dimensions of the said bottom and placed flat on the surface of
the product previously placed in the said tray, wherein the parts of the first sheet which form the said side faces are extended to form marginal flaps
(8-11) which are pressed down and heat-sealed on to the margins of the second sheet, the internal face of the first sheet and the external face of the
second sheet being coated for this purpose with a heat-sealable lacquer, and wherein a portion of the first sheet, forming the bottom (3) and at least
one side face (4), constitutes a wide opening strip (19) which is intended to tear along the folds (17, 18) bordering the said side face and the bottom
by bulling on a small tongue (15) formed by the flap (8), larger than the other flaps, of that last side face (4), the corners of said larger flap being
folded down along oblique fold lines (12, 13) in such a manner that the small tongue adopts a generally triangular shape and in such a manner that
it is the external face, not coated with heat-sealable lacquer, of that part of the first sheet which forms the said tongue which comes into contact with
the external face of the second sheet, characterised in that along the fold lines which laterally define the tear-open strip (19) of the package there
are provided, adhering to the first sheet (1) of which that strip forms a part, reinforcing strips (20, 21) which guide the progression of the tearing at
the time of opening of the package, these reinforcing strips (20, 21) in that they are provided on the first sheet (1) being folded with the latter, being
rectangular and each extending on the one side on to a part at least of the side face (6) which is opposite the tongue (15) and on the other side as
far as a part of the larger flap (8) forming the said tongue, so that the reinforcing strips, which extend parallel or substantially parallel to each other
over the major part of their length, are directed towards each other over the rest of their length - after folding of the first sheet (1) - by virtue of their
end portions which belong to the tongue (15) and extend along the fold line (24) located at the foot of the latter.
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